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ABSTRACT. In this paper we study the ergodic properties of non-greedy series expansions 
to non-integer bases f > 1. It is shown that the so-called 'lazy' expansion is isomorphic 
to the 'greedy' expansion. Furthermore, a class of expansions to base f > 1, ~ ~ Z, 'in 
between' the lazy and the greedy expansions are introduced and studied. It is shown 
that these expansions are isomorphic to expansions of the form Tx  = f ix  + a (mod 1). 
1. Introduct ion 
As is well-known, it is quite straightforward to develop any x E [0, 1) in a series expansion 
to any integer base r > 1. Almost every I x C [0, 1) has a unique r-ary expansion of the 
form 
(1.1) x = - -  ak e {0,1, , r -  i}, 
rk  ~ • . ,  
k= l 
denoted by x = .ala2.. .  a . . . . .  Only rationals which can be written asp/q with gcd(p, q) = 
1 and q = p~l . . .p~ (where the gi's are non-negative integers and the pi's are the prime 
divisors of r), have two different expansions of the form (1.1), one of them being finite 
while the other expansion ends in an infinite string of r - l's. Dynamically one generates 
r-ary expansions by iterating the map Tr: [0, I) ~ [0,1) given by 
Tr(x) = rx (mod 1), 
and the digits ak = ak(x), k _> 1, are given by 
ak = [rTk-l(x)J ,  k > 1, 
where [~] denotes the largest integer not exceeding ~, and Tr ~ is the k-fold composition 
of Tr. Notice that 
a~: i  ¢* T~-I(x) E [ ! ,~-~- ) ,  where i :0 ,1  . . . . .  
I 
r i l ,  
It well-known that the Lebesgue measure A is Tr-invariant, i.e., A(T71(A)) = A(A) for 
every Borel set A in [0, 1), and that Tr is related to the Bernoulli-shift on r symbols, with 
uniform product measure. 
The situation is quite different in case of a non-integer/~ > 1. As in the integer case 
any number x C [0, 1) can be expanded to base ~ of the form 
(1.2) x = k~=l '~'°° bk bk E {0, 1,... , L~J}. 
1 All almost all statements are with respect to Lebesgue measure )~. 
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However, for a given non-integer/3 > 1 almost every x E [0, 1) has infinitely many different 
series expansions of the form (1.2). As in the r-ary case, an expansion of x E [0, 1) of 
the form (1.2) can be obtained by setting bk ---- [/3T~-l(x)], for k > 1, where the map 
T~: [0, 1) ~ [0, 1) is given by 
Tz(x) -- /3x (mod 1), 
see also Figure 1. In this case we speak of the ~3-expansion fx. In R@nyi (1957) these 
FIGURE 1. The greedy map T z (here/3 = v~ + 1). 
maps T~ were introduced, and their statistical properties tudied. R@nyi showed that T~ 
is ergodic with respect o A, i.e., any Borel set A satisfying T~I(A) -- A has measure 0
or 1. He also showed that A is equivalent to a T~-invariant probability measure #~ with 
density h~ satisfying 
1 1 
1--5 < h~(x) < 1" 
1-  - /3 
Due to this, statistical properties of the/3-expansion of x, such as the frequency of digits, 
follow easily from Birkhoff's Ergodic Theorem: for any f in LI([0, 1)) and for almost every 
x e [0, 1) one has 
n-1  1 
lim -1 E f (T~(x)) --- fo f(x)h~(x) dx; 
n--*oo Tt i=O 
see Petersen (1989) or Walters (1982) for more information on ergodicity and the Er- 
godic Theorem, and Schweiger (1995) where the ergodic properties of number theoretic 
expansions are discussed. 
For example, for/3 -- G = ½ (1 + x/~) = 1.618034..-, the so-called golden mean, one 
has that two consecutive digits bk(x) and bk+l(X) cannot be independent, since a digit 1 
must always be followed by a digit 0. In this case R@nyi was able to find that { 5+3v~ v~-~ 
- - - - fU - - '  0_<x< ~_ , 
h~(x) = 
5 +_Vb, ~-~_<x<l; 
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and obtained from this that the asymptotic frequency of O's. If we denote by l[o,1/a ) the 
indicator function of the inteval [0,1/G), then by the Ergodic Theorem, 
lira -1#{1 < i < n : ddx ) = 0} lira 1 n-~-~" (T~ : - -  l [0 ,1 /a  ) X) 
rt--+cx~ n rt--~oo rt 
4=o. 
[ 1/~ 5 + 3v~ 5 + = uz([O , 1/~)) = 1---~--- dx = 1-----~ = .7236.  * * a .e .  
J0  
Independently, Gel'fond (1959) and Parry (1960) showed that 
1 21 
(1.3) h~(x) = F(j3) ~=o ~'~ l[0,T~(1))(x), 
where F(13) = fl(~--]x<T~(1) -~)dx is a normalizing constant. After Parry the ergodic prop- 
erties of T~ were studied by several authors. E.g., in Smorodinsky (1973) it was shown 
that for each non-integer/3 > 1 the system ( [0, 1), #z, T~ ) is weak-Bernoulli, which very 
roughly means that digits bk in the 'far future' are independent of digits be in the 'far past'. 
The fl-expansion of x E [0, 1) is also known as the greedy expansion of x. The digits 
b~, n > 1, of the greedy expansion of x are recursively given by 
and 
b~ -- b (with 0 < b < L~J - 1) 
b. = LZJ 
~-1 b n-1 bk 
k=l  
• 9° .  k=l  
b+l  
f in  ' 
Clearly this yields a series expansion of x of the form (1.2), with 
T~(x) ~n ~-~ bk = p 2_., ~ ,  fe rn>0.  
k=n+l  
Since one can in fact perform the greedy algorithm for any x E [0, [flJ/(fl - 1)), we will 
extend the definition of T~ to all points in [0, LflJ/(fl - 1)) by 
f i x (mod l ) ,  0<x<l ,  
T~(x)  = Zx  - LPJ, 1 < x < [Z J / (p -  1), 
see also Figure 2. Notice that for each x C [0, [f l J / ( f~- 1)) there exists a unique integer 
no = no(x) such that for all n > n0 one has that T~(x) e [0, 1). In view of this we let hz 
be as before on [0,1), and define p~ ([1, [flJ/(~ - 1))) = 0. Then the system 
is ergodic (in fact it is weak-Bernoulli), since the "original" system on [0,1) is. 
Although studied by ErdBs et al (1990) (and in a host of other papers as well, which 
will be mentioned shortly), it should be mentioned however that this extension of the 
greedy expansion from [0, 1) to [0, L~J/(Z - 1)) is not what is "classically" considered to 
be the greedy expansion of a number x > 1, see e.g. R6nyi (1957), Parry (1960) or Burdik 
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/~-1  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • 
1 . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
0 
FIGURE 2. The extended greedy map TZ (here/3 = V~ + 1). 
et al (2000). For such an x, let n • Z be such, that  /~n ~ x < fi~n+i. Let xn = [x/flnJ 
and rn = {x/~ n} (where [yJ is the integer part of y and {y} its fractional part) .  Then 
for i < n, put xi = [/3r~+lJ and ri = {flr~+i}. This yields an expansion 
X-1 X-2 
x = ~Jn  +xn_ l~- i  + . . .  +x :~+xo --~- +-5 -  + . - . .  
Notice that  for x • [0, 1) this algorithm yields the same expansion as the greedy expansion 
discussed before, i.e., x,~ . . . . .  Xo = 0 and x-1 = hi, x-2 = b2, . . . .  
For a general /3 > 1 it seems to be hard to see how our extended greedy expansion 
and the "classical" greedy extension for 1 < x < [/~J/(f~ - 1) are related. We have the 
following result for the case that fl is equal to the golden mean G = ½(1 + v/5). 
Theorem 1. Let x • [1, G) with a greedy expansion x = ~-~k~=i bk/G k given as before, and 
with the "classical" greedy expansion x = 1 + ~=1 ck/Gk, as given by the algorithm in 
Rdnyi (1957) (with ck = X-k for k >_. 1). Then there exist a positive integer n such that 
bm= cm for all m > n. 
Proof. For each x E [1, G) let r(x) = inf{n E N; T~(x) E [0, 1)}. For n > 1, let An = {x • 
[1, G);  r(x) = n}. Then TG(A:) = do = [1/G, 1), TG(An) = An-1 and [1, G) = (Jn~i An 
as a disjoint union. We will show that if x • An, then T~+l(x) = T~+l(x - 1), which 
implies that  bm= am for all m >__ n + 2. 
Sett ing ~0 = 1, and defining ~n for n >_ 1 by G~n - 1 = ~n-1, we find 
A1 = [~o, ~:), A2 = [~:, ~2) . . . .  , An = [~n-:, ~n), . . . ,  
where 
2 1 2 1 1 2 for n > 2. 
~: = ~,  ~ = ~ + G- - : , . . . ,~n=-5+. . .+-5 : :7+ a--- ~, _ 
Note that that  T~+I(An) = [0, g), for n ~ 1. Here g = 1/G = ½(-1 +v~) ,  so that  gG = 1 
and g + 1 = G. 
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By definition of ~ we have that ~n - 1 E [0,g), and therefore 
1 1 1 2 
Tc(~.-1) = G(~+~+. . .+b-~+~ 
1 2 
= 1+ ~ +. . .+  b-~=T_, -G  
= ~, -1 -  g. 
Furthermore, ~, - g E (g, 1) for n > 2 (for n = 1 we have that ~o - g = g2 and ~1 - g = g 
for n = 2), and therefore 
Ta(~, -g )  = C( ( , -g ) - I  = C( +. . .+~-~-g) - I  
1 2 
= ~+. . .+b-~_~- l= ~._~-1. 
Setting "4n = [~n-1  - 1,~n -- 1), for n _> 1, one has that 
T~-I(.~ ~ S [~° - l '~1-1)=[0 'g3) '  i fn i sodd ,  
o ~ -J = I [~0-g ,~ l -g )=[g2 ,g) ,  i fn iseven.  
Hence 
n+l  - T~ (A,) = [0, g), for n E 5t. 
Setting L(x )  = x - 1, we thus find for n E 51 that 
= = T '~+lrLrA ~ ~+I(A , )  [0,g) G , ~ nj,, 
and since both T~ +1 and T~ +1 o L are linear maps on A,~ with positive slopes, we see that 
they must equal on An; i.e., for n E N we find for each x E An 
T~(x)  = Tk(x  -- 1), for k :> n + 1. 
[] 
In the last decade an interest in expansions to non-integer bases fl > 1 other than 
the greedy expansion has developed. In particular in papers by P. ErdSs, M. and I. Joo, 
V. Komornik, P. Loreti, F. Schnitzer and others, the so-called lazy expans ion  to base 
Z • (1, 2) has been studied, see e.g. ErdSs et al (1990), Komornik and Loreti (1998, 
1999), and (the references in) Jo6 and Schnitzer (1996). In particular in these (and other) 
papers the lazy-expansion of 1, and its relation to the greedy-expansion f 1 has been 
thoroughly investigated. 
In general, for a non-integer/3 > 1, the digits (bk)k>l of the lazy-expansion of x • 
(0, [ZJ/(Z - 1)] are recursively given by 
v'A"- I   L~'J L~). + + +. . .  _> (1.4) ~.=o 
k=l 
and b,~ = b (with 1 < b < [~J) if and only if both 
~=~ b-1  [flJ . [g J  
(1.5) ) .%T +---Z=--~ + ~--:~, + ~-~ +" -< x 
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and 
(1.6) E~-~ + ~-~ + ~-~ +-~-~ +. . .  ~ x 
k=l  
t J  /~ t~ t~ 
are satisfied. By induction we always have that for n E N 
k=l  k=0 
Since 
L#J ~ 1 L#J I O, 
it follows that the series expansion EkC~=l bk/]~ k of X converges to x. 
In Section 2 we show that there is an ergodic map S~ underlying the lazy-expansion, 
which is isomorphic to (our extended version of) T~. From this, and the fact that the 
isomorphism can be given explicitly, several conclusions will be drawn. 
In Section 3 we will introduce a new class of transformations SA, , each of them yielding 
a series-expansion (1.2) of any x e [0, L/3J/(/~- 1)] "in-between" the lazy-expansion and 
the greedy-expansion f x. We will see that each S#,~ is essentially isomorphic to 
Tz,,~.(x) = 13x + a* (mod 1), 
where a* = L~] - (a + 1)(/~ - 1). The maps T#,~ were previously studied in Parry (1964) 
and in Palmer (1979); see also Flatto and Lagarias (1996). 
2. Lazy expansions 
Let/3 > 1,/7 ~ Z, fixed. Setting for x • [0, - 1)] and n • 1~: 
k:n ~k 
where bk is for k > 1 defined as in Section 1. Since 
it follows from (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) that 
bn-~-O ~ ~n_l ( - [Y--..-~J 
fl(fl - 1)' 
and, if d e {1 ,2 , . . .  , L3]} 
L~J d -  1 L~J d 
~.=d ~ Z(#_I--------~+---T < ~.-1 < - -  + - f~(# - I) /3" 
In v iew of this we define the lazy map S#:  (0, [#] / (# - 1)] ~ (0, [/3]/(/3 - 1)] by 
Sz(x )  = 13x - d, for x E A(d), 
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where 
(2.1) 
and 
Since 
A(0) = (0,/3(~/3U_Jl) ] 
;] --5-, /3(/3_1)+ , de{1,2,...,[/3J}. 
L/3J L/3J L/3J 
/3(/3-1) 3 -1  /3' 
one has that 
(~_ J  L /3 J -d+l  [/3J [/3J--d] dE{ I ,2 , . . .  [/3J}. 
(2.2) A(d) = 1 /3 ' /3-  1 ' ' 
Hence, to get the defining partition one starts from L/3J/(/3-1) by taking [/3J intervals of 
length 1//3 from right to left. The last interval with endpoints 0and ([/3J + 1-/3)/3(/3-1), 
corresponding to the lazy digit 0, is longer than the rest; see also Figure 2. Further, 
3-1 
°° 
!_A2L__2 1 _~ 
33(3--1) /~ 3--1 
FIGURE 3. The lazy map SZ (here/3 = V~ + 1). 
L(~)  = s~(x) ,  for n _> 0. 
Notice that from the dynamics of S~ it follows that for every x E (0, [/3J//3(/3 - 1)1 there 
exists a unique no = no(x) E N such that 
1" , for all n > no, 
i.e., the interval AZ - (([/3J + 1 -/3)/(/3 - 1), L/3J/(/3 - 1)] is an 'attractor' of the map 
S~ (of length 1). Now let ~b: [0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)) --~ (0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)] be given by 
L/3J x, 
¢(x) = /3 - 1 
then ¢([0, 1)) = An, and for x C [0, 1) one has 
T~(x)  = /3x - d, for • ~ ~-1  (A(L/3 j _ d)) .  
We have the following result. 
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Theorem 2. The map g): [0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)) --, (0, U~J/(/3 - 1)] is measurable and ~pT O = 
SO¢. Furthermore, the system 
/3 -  l J ' Po, So /  is weak-Bernoulli, 
~he~e p~ is a probabiaty measure on [0, [/3J/(Z - 1)], given by 
po(A) = #~(¢-1(A)), for  any iebesgue set A C [0, [ /3 J / (~-  1)]. 
Proof. Let 
and 
d, d+l)  ford•{0,1, .. LgJ-1} 
c(a )= ~ /3 , . , 
/3 
For d -- 0, 1 , . . . ,  L/3J, let A(d) be as given in (2.1) and (2.2). Then ~b(C(d)) = A (L/3J - d), 
thus ~b is measurable. Further, for x C C(d) one has ~b(x) E A (Lf~J - d), thus 
(~/3J1 ) L/3J /3x+d_ l=¢(Te(x ) ) "  se (¢(x) )  = se  - -  - x =/3---iZ- 1 - 
Since ~p: [0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)) --+ (0, [/3J/(/3 - 1)] is a bijection, it follows by construction of 
pZ that ¢ is a measure theoretical isomorphism. Hence ((0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)], pe, Sz) inherits 
the mixing properties of ([0, [/3J/(/3 - 1)), #8, T0) and is therefore weak-Bernoulli. [] 
Remarks  1. 1. It was already noticed in Erdhs et al (1990) in the case 1 </3 < 2 that 
if x e [0,1) has a greedy expansion x = .bib2... b . . . .  , then ¢(x) has as lazy expansion 
.(1 - bl)(1 -b2) . . .  (1 -bn) . . . ,  i.e., b,~ = 1 -bn ,  for n e N. Clearly a similar relation holds 
in general. I.e., if/3 > 1 is non-integer, and if x e [0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)] has as greedy expansion 
x -- .bib2... b~. . . ,  then then ¢(x) has as lazy expansion .([/3J - bl)(L/3J - b2)... ([/3J - 
bn) . . . ,  that is, b~ -= [/3J - b., for n E N. 
2. By definition of the 'lazy measure' p~ one has that the density d e of Pe equals 
d~(x) = h 0 (¢-1(x) ) ,  for x e do, 
and d e = 0 for x ~ A 0. 
3. Let/~ > 1,/3 ~ Z and let z e [0, L/3J/(/3 - 1)]. For n • I~, let bi • {0, 1 . . . .  , ~/3J }, 1 _< 
i < n. Then we define the asymptotic density/)(bl ,  b2,... , bn; x) of the block bl, b2,.. • , b, 
by 
:D(bl , . . . ,  b,; x) := glimo~ 1#{0 < i < Y - 1; bi+,(x) = bl . . . .  , bi+,(x) = b,}. 
Similarly the asymptotic density D(th, b2,. • - , b,; x) is defined for the lazy expansion. For 
instance, in R~nyi (1957) it was shown that in case/3 = G for almost all x one has that 
G 2 7:)(1; x) ~ .7236 . . . .  In this case one also has that T)(ll; x) = 7~(00; x) = 0. 
Coro l la ry  1. Let/3 > 1, /3 ~ Z and let n • N. Furthermore, let bi • {0, 1, . . .  , [3J } for  
1 < i < n. Then for almost all z • [0, [/3J/(/3 - 1)] one has that 
/9(51, b2,... , b~; x) -- 7~([/3J - hi, U~J - b2, . . . ,  L~J - b~; x) 
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For x E [0, LZJ/(9 - 1)], we define the greedy resp. lazy convergents C~ = C,~(x) resp. 
~n = 5~(~), ,~ _> 1, of x by 
Cn := - -  resp. := f~k' n_  1. k=l ~k ~ k=l 
From the definitions of the greedy and lazy maps one might be tempted to think that one 
always has that 
x-Cn  < x -¢n ,  for n> 1. 
However, this is incorrect, as the following example shows. Let /3 -- 1.618, x = 0.619, 
then using MAPLE one finds that the greedy expansion of x equals 
.100000000000001001... , 
and the lazy expansion of x is 
.01010101010101111010110..., 
and that C~ - C1 = .6180469716... for n = 2, . . .  , 14, C~ = .6187803401... for n = 15, 
16, 17, and Cxs = .6189534758 . . . .  Furthermore, Cn = .6188093591... for n = 17, 18, 
and we see that C1~ > C17. Notice that 
1 1 
c ;  := ~ + 5~ = .6180649139... ,  
so there exist expansions of x to base/~ which are neither lazy nor greedy for which the 
convergents ( ometimes) perform better than the greedy convergents. 
In order to compare the quality of approximation of the two algorithms we define 
approximation coefficients On = On(x) resp. 0n = ~n(x) by 00 = Oo(x) := x, 
on = On(x) := ~n(x - on), ~n = ~n(x) := 9n(x - ~) ,  for n ___ 1. 
Clearly T~(z) = 0n and S~(x) = ~n for n _> 1. But then it follows from the ergodic 
theorem that the limits 
lima 1 ~ Ok(x) and l im 1 ~ Ok(X) exist 
k=l k=l 
L~J 
and equal Mgreedy := f~-i zha(x) dx resp. Mlazy := f~-I xda(x) dz, for almost all x. 
We have the following result, which states that on average for almost all x the greedy 
convergents approximate x 'better' than the lazy convergents of x. 
P ropos i t ion  1. Let 13 > 1, 13 ~ Z, then 
LZl 
Mgreedy + Mlazy = Z - 1 and Mgreedy < Mlazy. 
Proof. The first statement follows directly from the relation between h a and d5, viz., 
f L/~J/(,G-1) f LaJ/(,8-1) (LgJ x)dx  
Mlazy - -  _ = x d~(x) dx = xh~ 13 1 
• 10  JO  
fLBJ/(a-1) ( [~__JX ) L~J igreedy" Jo - y ha(y) dy = /3_1 
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For the second statement, notice that by definition of Mgreedy and by (1.3) one has 
that 
Mgreedy = F(/3)n:o -~ dx = F(/3----~ n=o 2/3" 
~rthermore,  by definition of d~ one has 
fLZJ/(~-l) xd2(x )dx  = 1 ~ '~ L~J/(~-D x 
Mlazy = Jo F(/3) "T ~ 1" -~  dx 
_ 1 f i  (#-#-k~l- 1) 2 - (¢(T~ (1))) 2 
. :0  
The second statement now follows from the observation that for every n _> 0 one has that 
(T;( I ) )  2< (~/3]_____~)2_ (¢(T~(1))) 2, 
where the _< sign can be replaced by a < sign for those n _> 0 for which. T~(1) ~ 0, such 
asn=0.  [] 
As an example, we consider here/3 = G = (1 + vfb)/2, in this case Rdnyi (1957) already 
showed that 
G 3 G 2 
ha(x) - G2 + 11[°'9)(x) + ~-~ 119'1)(x)' 
where g = 1/G. But then one finds that 
1 1 
yM"reedy = ~ = .4472... and Mlazy = G---=x/5 = 1.17082 . . . .  
3. (/3, c~) expans ions 
In this section we will discuss a new class of series expansions to any non-integer base 
/3 > 1. If we super-impose the pictures of the lazy and greedy maps corresponding to the 
same/3, see Figure 3, we have [/3] overlapping intervals of the same length given by 
'Z( 1) Z J' fork=l,2,...,LZJ. 
On these intervals the greedy map has the form T~(x) = /3x - k while the lazy map is 
given by SZ(x) =/3x - (k - 1). Outside these overlapping intervals, both maps coincide. 
To generate new/3-expansions which are neither greedy nor lazy, one can iterate maps 
described as follows. Divide each overlapping interval into two subintervals. On the left 
subinterval let the new map N be equal to the greedy map and on the right subinterval 
be equal to the lazy map. Outside these overlapping intervals N is the greedy map, which 
is also the lazy map. In this section we consider the case when each overlapping interval 
is divided in the same proportion. This can be described as follows, for each 
~ 0, /3 -1  
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we will define a map N~,, on [0, [/3j/(/3 - 1)], which has as attractor the interval [a, a + l ) .  
Just as the greedy map T z and the lazy map SZ the map N~,~ generates a series expansion 
(1.2) to base/3. Let the partit ion points d l , . . .  , dL~ j be given by: 
a+i  
di := /3 , i=1 , . . .  [/3J, 
see also Figure 4, then NZ,~: [0, [/3J/(/3 - 1)] ~ [0, [/3J/(/3 - 1)] is defined by 
/3z, x • [0, dl), 
Yfl,a(x) := /3x - i, x • [di, di+l), 1 _< i < L/3J, 
/3x - [/3J, x • [dtzj, z-~-l)" 
J21 
ga +:  
g2 . .  . . . . . . .  . 
o 1 ~+__A1 _2 ~+...A2 _hgA. 
fl ]3 ]3 fl f l -1  
FIGURE 4. NZ, a for/3 = v~ + 1 and a = g2. 
In order to understand the dynamical properties of N~,~ we consider the map ~* : 
[a, a + 1) ---* [0, 1], given by ~b*(x) :-- a ÷ 1 - x. Setting 
T*(x) = ¢*(Nz, , (¢*- I (x) ) ) .  
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let 13 > 1, /3 ~ Z, and let a • [0, ~ - 1). Then 
T*(x) = Zx + a* (mod 1), 
where ~* = /Z] - (~ + 1) (Z -  1). 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the first part of Theorem 1, and is therefore 
omitted. [] 
Remarks  2. 1. Maps T]3,~(x) =/~x + a (mod 1) were first introduced and studied in 
Parry (1964). Parry showed that T]3,~ is ergodic with respect to the Lebesgue measure A, 
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FIGURE 5. 'Bubbles' in (13, a)-space. 
and that there exists a unique T~,~-invariant probability measure ~- (-- TZ,~) << A, with 
density 
hr(x) = K Z~ l[o,1)(x), 
\x<T~.~O) x< (0) 
where K = K~,~ is a normalizing constant. In Wilkinson (1974, 1974/75) it is shown that 
TZ,, is weak-Bernoulli with respect o Parry's measure T when/3 > 2, a result which was 
first extended in Parry (1979))to/3 > y~, and then by R. Palmer. In Palmer (1979) all 
pairs (/3, ~) are characterized for which T~,~ is weakly-Bernoulli. Roughly speaking, T~,~ 
is weak-Bernoulli if and only if (/3, a) is not in one of the 'bubbles' (including the 'big 
bubble') of Figure 5. Palmer also determined the eigenvalues of all those transformations 
T which are not WB. Since Palmer's thesis (Palmer (1979)) was never published, we refer 
to Flatto and Lagarias (1996) for a thorough exposition of Palmer's results. 
2. By Rohklin's formula for calculating the entropy it follows that for each choice of 
> 1 fixed, and c~ E [0, [ZJ/(• - 1) - 1], the map N~,~ has entropy log~. Thus the 
greedy map on [0, 1) is isomorphic to any N~,~ which is weak-Bernoulli. 
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